
Summary of Seond brainstorming session12 Feb 2013, 4{5.30 pm(Summary prepared by Nutan Limaye and Dhamdhere)DMD opened the session and briey summarized the agenda� Disussing the issue of student motivation (or the lak thereof)� Enrihing undergraduate studies at IIT� Disussing/announing a short plan of ation of the futureThe session started with a presentation made by Ballal. (Slides avail-able.)1. What is demotivation { students not doing anything at all or they notdoing what we want them to do?2. Paradigm shift in the soietal power struture, job market - a bigplayer? Expeting \saints" among students is unrealisti. Core jobspay 2 to 3 times less than non-ore jobs. Students naturally build theirresume to �t non-ore jobs { less emphasis on aademis and more onother ativities on ampus.3. Youngsters today have hanged: there is a huge pressure to sueed(from peers, from parents, from soiety in general), de�nition of suesshas hanged (highly orrelated with money), the notion of instantgrati�ation/reognition is beoming predominant (the kolaveri e�et)as a result ations are geared towards these short-lived suess goals.4. Engineering urriulum needs to be revisited? We have been giving alot of emphasis on analysis and instrution. Is it now the time to shiftto synthesis and reativity? Students today ome from small atomifamilies. They have been treated as equals at home and are muh moreindependent, and being told what to do does not go down well withthem. Will allowing them to be reative make them more motivated?
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Mohanty (along with Shilpa Ranade and Narayanan) made a presen-tation regarding enrihing undergraduate studies at IIT (slides available):Arts + reativity an help engineering eduation. Extraurriulars { haotiengagement with arts. On the other hand, meaningful engagement with artsmay result in less fragmented eduation. What is really arts { bringing selfinto the entre of the learning proess. This may help reverse student de-motivation.After this an open disussion started. Sharma put forward a question: isIIT a gateway or destination? For the students this it is a gateway, and wewant it to be a destination. The Teon oating e�et: students seek minimalinteration with the system, beause they think of this system as just a routeto get to bigger things. This may be the main ause of demotivation. Togo from the analysis to the solution of the problem, we may want to bringin hanges so that students start thinking of IITs as the destination { in asense a plae where they wish to interat with the system more.(At this point there was a disussion between Agashe and Sharma.Agashe said that studets are bound to think of IITs this as a gateway.To whih Sharma lari�ed what he meant by destination and gateway.)Varsha pointed out that ompanies/plaements ditate the whole game.Nidhi wholeheartedly agreed with Varsha. She pointed out that an aver-age student is better o� not studying but doing managerial duties in variousnon-aademi ativities.Nivedan said that there are only two reasons why he does any ativityon ampus: 1. it helps his areer 2. it is oolBallal weighed in saying that we are not spending enough time withstudents in informal avenues, therefore we are not able to inuene \whatis ool" for them.Vandana represented post-graduate (PhD?) students. She said that stu-dents want to spend more time with their advisors and engage in informalativities suh as games et. The students thought that this will inreasetheir motivation.Sharma said that we should stop thinking of students as one homogenousbody.Dhamdhere said that we need to speify a minimal \transformation"that the students' stay in IITB should bring in. It ould have elements thatare aademi, personality development, and extra-urriulars. Suh a spe-i�ation may not have been neessary in the past, but we need to have suha spei�ation and make sure that we realize this minimal transformation.A holisti view of student life in IITB needs to be taken.Pandey said that we need to ollet data and ondut studies to deter-mine student attitudes and thinking.2



Postsript:Dhamdhere suggested a 3-pronged approah for initiating and sustainingativities and dialogs:� Building a database onerning aspets of the aademi ulture. Itwould involve olleting data and onduting analyses.� Having an ativity forum, whih will have periodi ativities onern-ing improving the aademi ulture.� Having a ore group for eah ativity.He requested all present to send in their suggestions and also to volunteerfor beoming a member of a ore group.Dhamdhere also presented plans for the �rst 2 ativities:� A panel disussion on Teahing and Learning in Mathematis ourses,whih is designed to over the hanges that have ourred in variousaspets of maths teahing-and-learning over the last deade, and alsoprovide a snapshot of its present status. It would be organized towardsmiddle of Marh 2013.� An expert seminar on issues in Teahing methodologies and tehniques.In third week of Marh 2013.URLs:1. URL for Prof Ballal's slides: http://www.se.iitb.a.in/~ dmd/nbb demotivation slides 12feb13.pdf2. URL for Profs Mohanty-Ranade-Narayanan's slides: http://www.se.iitb.a.in/~ dmd/Mohanty slides 12feb13.ppt3. URL for Prof Yajnik's slides: http://www.se.iitb.a.in/~ dmd/Yajnik slides Aademi ulture.pdfList of attendees:1. S D Agashe2. Varsha Apte3. N B Ballal 3



4. A Q Contrator5. D M Dhamdhere6. U N Gaitonde7. S K Jha8. C P Narayan9. H Narayanan10. T T Niranjan11. Nivvedan S (Editorial team, Insight)12. Nutan Limaye13. Ashis Pandey14. Shilpa Ranade15. Virendra Sethi16. Shiva Prasad17. M Vinjamur18. Nidhi Shanbhag (Editorial team, Insight)19. Bandana Singha (GSe Aademi A�airs (PG))
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